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Message from the President
Greetings team—
The steamy summer weather has settled on us here in Maryland, as has the
plague of cicadas. Whether you are disgusted by them or find them intriguing,
there is no escaping them – only the sidewalks, flying through the air, or splattered on the windshield. Because they only come around once every 17 years,
we would hate for our FDS friends outside of the D.C. metro area to miss out on
the experience, so we are happy to share the photos below. Take a look if you
can stomach it and send your most creative captions to news@feddata.com.
We will choose five submissions to be rewarded with a prize that commemorates
2021 as the Summer of the Cicada.
Last week we joined our colleagues at FDTS for a cookout in Annapolis Junction.
It was great to see everyone, some for the first time in over a year, and as we
cautiously return to the workplace, we will plan to have more of these events
and to host another round of virtual All Hands so that everyone can participate.

This issue of our FDS newsletter highlights the Discovery Solutions business line and
the Revelare tool that the team has developed. Discovery Solutions and their
capabilities build upon the legacy Rsignia tools and expertise. This team, led by
Nancy Dillman with the technical hub in Rome, NY, has had a very successful
2021 and is poised to continue growing as customers in our other business lines
learn about Revelare and how it can help with their missions.
Hope everyone is able to stay cool and enjoy the rest of June!

- Lonny
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Monthly Business Line Highlight: Discovery Solutions & Revelare

™

Discovery Solutions supplies social network analysis and open-source intelligence (OSINT) support
to various Commercial and Government customers through an internally developed software
platform – Revelare™ – in addition to providing support with a team of analysts who are subject
matter experts in the fields of OSINT, counterintelligence (CI) and social media/publicly available
information analysis. Additionally, a small handful of these folks serve in cultural advisory roles.
Through their unique and quite fascinating backgrounds, they provide our customers with
insights and recommendations based upon their personal experience in the region.

Discovery Solutions is centered around our software offering, Revelare™ – an integrated non
attributional, zero digital footprint, machine learning platform designed by analysts, for analysts.
Revelare™ is capable of near-real-time discovery, analysis and visualization which opens new
opportunities for proactive defensive and offensive operations. Revelare™ boasts a host of
real-time operational applications designed to supply threat intelligence and predictive insights
into adversarial actions across surface and deep, dark web social networking services. One of
the most noteworthy pieces of Revelare™ is the data. FDS has a massive collection (a little over
a petabyte) of data for Revelare™ dating all the way back to 1998!

With many thanks to the technical infrastructure FDS has built, our development team in upstate
New York is able to constantly support new feature and data collection requests received from
our internal and external customers. These folks go above and beyond to create new capabilities for Revelare™, simplifying the life of our analysts and enabling the business line to pursue
new opportunities.
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FDS Security Reminders

NSA Cleared

All Other Employees

Notify Security of travel plans
in writing

As soon as they are known
(even if only tentative)

As soon as they are
known (even if only tentative)

Submit foreign travel plans to
NSA Foreign Travel Office

No less than 30 days prior to

NOT APPLICABLE

Submit foreign travel plans to
FDS Security

No less than 30 days prior to
travel.

No less than 15 days prior
to travel.

Review Foreign Travel Briefing

Prior to travel

Prior to travel

Review FT Vulnerability Flyer &
Additional Travel Details

A few days prior to your travel

A few days prior to your
travel

Action

*All submitted forms MUST be typed; hand-written forms are no longer accepted.
*For NSA Cleared Personnel: Submitting your UFT in less than 30 days of your trip date is a security violation and could place your clearance in jeopardy.
*For Non-NSA Cleared Personnel: Submitting your UFT in less than 15 days of your trip date is a
security violation and could place your clearance in jeopardy.

Hot Jobs

Job Title

Location

Discovery Analyst

Fort Meade, MD

Bonus Eligibility

Computer Scientist

Fort Meade, MD

*NEW* Standard Referral Bonus Amounts

Network Engineer

Annapolis Junction, MD

System Administrator

Hanover, MD

Insider Threat Auditor

Quantico, VA

HBSS System Administrator

Colorado Springs, CO

OSINT Product Manager

Columbia, MD

Cyber Security Engineer

Stuttgart, Germany

Director of Operational Program Finance Columbia, MD
Please visit https://www.FedData.com/careers/ to view a
complete list of all available positions.

Clearance Level Required for Role

Bonus Amt.

Non-Cleared

$1500

Secret

$2000

Top Secret

$2500

TS / SCI

$3000

TS/SCI with CI or FS Poly

$4000

At FedData, we are always looking to grow our teams with
talented people just like you. Our employees are our most
valuable resource.
*Refer qualified candidates and as a “Thank You,” we will offer
you a referral bonus up to $4,000.

Virtual Career Fair
Wednesday, June 16th 2021
12:00 PM to 4:00 PM
*Please see the following page for full details

